Calculus EIS Fund
A Guide For First-Time Investors

What is the Enterprise Investment
Scheme (EIS)?
EIS is designed to help smaller companies raise finance by offering
a range of tax reliefs to investors who purchase new shares in the
company.
The UK government, which established the

By investing with Calculus, we will invest

scheme in 1993/94, offers generous tax reliefs

monies in such companies on your behalf.

to investors in small growth companies.

There is continued governmental support
of EIS as a strategy for growth for small

EIS investors can only invest in certain

private companies – arguably the backbone

types and sizes of companies, with rules

of the UK economy.

set out by HMRC. Companies must be
either unquoted or listed on the Alternative
Investment Market (AIM).
*Scale up Institute 2020

“Since the Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) was launched in

Why invest in EIS?
Tax relief has been limited by pension Lifetime Allowance protection
rules and restrictions on high earners.
A key factor in the growing popularity of EIS

The inheritance tax (IHT) threshold is

investments is the squeeze on pensions.

currently £325,000 (September 2020), with
property price increases and growing levels

EIS can help investors who want to save for

of wealth this has meant more individuals

retirement tax-efficiently but who have used

are becoming affected by the tax threshold.

all of their pension contribution allowances or

EIS investments are also IHT- free after the

may be close to breaching their pension lifetime

shares have been held for two years. This

allowance.

makes them a valuable additional tool in IHT
planning. EIS is also beneficial for investors

EIS investors also have the ability to defer a

wanting to diversify away from traditional

capital gains tax (CGT) liability. These benefits

asset classes such as equities and bonds,

mean EIS can be especially helpful if a client

which smaller companies have a particularly

has just sold a business or received a generous

low correlation to. Backing firms in a range

bonus and is being hit with a big capital gains

of sectors and at various stages on their

or income tax bill (or was hit during the previous

growth path lessens the portfolio’s exposure

year). Alternatively, a client may be disposing of

to potential market and wider economic

some long-held assets and facing a CGT bill.

downturns.

1993-94, 29,770 companies have received investment and over
£20 billion of funds have been raised.”

Tax Benefits

HMRC Key Statistics May 2019

Under current legislation:
•

•

the investments have been held for two

Income tax relief at 30% which can be

years and are held on the date of death

taken in the tax year the Fund makes
its investments or carried back to the

•

Tax free capital gains on the
investments within the Fund

previous tax year
•

100% Inheritance tax relief provided

Capital gains tax deferral of tax due

•

Loss relief up to 45% of net investment

on other capital gains for the life of the

after income tax relief of 30%,

investment

representing potential total tax reliefs
of 61.5% of the original investment.
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How does it work?

Capital gains tax deferral

An illustrative example of EIS in practice

Capital gains realised on different assets can be deferred if an investor invests their gain

A higher rate tax payer has an income tax liability and would benefit from tax free capital
growth. Their income tax liability is £30,000.

EIS Investment

into EIS qualifying shares. To benefit from this relief they must invest in EIS shares during
the period 1 year before or 3 years after selling the assets that generated the gain. It is not
necessary to claim EIS Income Tax relief to obtain deferral relief. There are no limits on

Excluding EIS Tax Benefits

Initial Investment
(net after fees)			£100,000 			£100,000

deferral relief.
If the shares against which the gains are deferred are held until death, the deferred gain is
never chargeable.

Income Tax Relief 			(£30,000)			Net Cost 				£70,000 			£100,000
Proceeds (assumes 15%
net growth on £100,000) 		

Example
A higher rate tax payer has a £100,000 capital gain on the disposal of a second home. They
have already used their full annual CGT allowance. They invest £100,000 in an EIS. Gains may

£115,000 			

£115,000

be deferred until the EIS qualifying shares are disposed. Once the shares in the EIS company
have been sold, the deferred gain will fall back into charge to CGT in the year of disposal.

Gross Gain
(assumes 15% net growth)

£45,000 			

£15,000

CGT (20%)				- 				£3,000

Initial Investment

£100,000

Net Gain
(assumes 15% growth) 		

Less Income Tax Relief of 30%

-£30,000

Capital Gains Deferral Relief (28%)

-£28,000

Net cost to Investor

£42,000

£45,000 			

£12,000

Note: this illustration is excluding fees and charges

Shares Sold - Theoretical value

Solution

Sale Value

£130,000

Capital Gain

£30,000

Chargeable Capital Gain (tax free if held for more than 3 years)

£0

liability of the current or preceding tax year.

Deferred Gain Become Chargeable

£100,000

Should an investee company within his portfolio exit at a profit, there is

Tax payable on deferred gain at 28%

-£28,000

Net profit on the net cost to investor

£60,000

The client invests £100k, net of fees, in the Calculus EIS Fund.
•

The client’s income tax liabilty is reduced to 0 due to 30% income tax relief.

•

Income tax relief and loss relief can be carried back one tax year - helping with the tax

•

no capital gains tax to pay.
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Calculus EIS Timeline

Why Calculus Capital

At Calculus Capital, we invest in entrepreneurial businesses with
growth potential and good quality management teams, over a wide
range of sectors.

Our History
EIS PIONEERS – Calculus created the 1st UK approved EIS fund.
Calculus launched the first approved EIS fund in 1999/2000, which gives us over 20
invaluable years of experience. Since then, we have built a strong reputation as an investor
in EIS Qualifying Companies through our multi-award-winning funds. Our focus on capital

1

2

Complete and send your
application pack

A confirmation letter will be sent
out within 7 days of receiving
your application pack and funds

Monies will be held in a segregated client account until invested.

3

4

5

You will receive an investment
‘postcard’ and letter for each
company we invest in. These
will provide information on
your investment details, the
company, the transaction and
our investment rationale

An EIS3 form is
usually sent out 2-3
months after each
investment is made

These forms may be used to
claim income tax relief against
tax paid in the current or
previous year and also to defer
Capital Gains tax payable on
relevant gains

After the fund close, we plan to make investments on your behalf over a 15-18 month period.

appreciation, a diligent investment and monitoring process and our record of profitable exits
distinguishes us from other EIS fund managers.

Our Results
We are incredibly proud of our track record of profitable exits and commitment to the
‘true spirit’ EIS investing. At the EIS Association 25th anniversary awards we were
recognised for our Outstanding Contribution to EIS Investment Management and won
Best EIS Investment Manager at the Growth Investor 2018 Awards.
Evidence of the Fund’s successful approach is also demonstrated by our loyal investor base,
many of our clients have invested in multiple Calculus EIS Funds. A large number of our
investors are experienced fund managers and investment professionals who have come to
know us through recommendations within the industry.

Our Focus
We invest primarily in the fastest growing sectors in the UK – technology and
healthcare.
The companies in which we invest create jobs and develop new products and services,

6
As we exit investments, all net
proceeds are distributed to investors
or, if you select our Reinvestment Fund
option, proceeds will be reinvested
into the Reinvestment Fund.

Minimum holding period for EIS relief is three
years. We look to exit investments as soon as
commercially feasible after three years.
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Valuations and statements
are sent out semi-annually.
Detailed up-to-date
narratives on each of the
companies in your portfolio
are sent annually.
Portfolio information and
EIS3 certificate updates are
available 24/7 on our online
investor portal.

making a contribution to the world around us and often bringing innovation and competition to
developed industries.

“Successful investment benefits our investors and,
importantly, the UK economy by supporting a new
generation of dynamic British companies.”
John Glencross, Chief Executive, Calculus Capital
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Our Diligent Process and Expertise
We enjoy privileged deal flow – a large number of our deals come from management
teams we’ve backed successfully in the past.
As part of our disciplined investment

opportunities. We realise that successful

approach, we always consider potential exit

investment is about far more than the initial

strategies before we make an investment

investment, and work with our investee

and our detailed investment agreements are

companies to help them develop their full

often written with this in mind.

potential.

We conduct our own comprehensive

We are experienced at investing through

research then bring in external parties

varying periods of economic expansion,

for in-depth due diligence of investment

contraction and changing tax rules.

Calculus EIS Fund at a glance:
Fund Closing Dates:

Portfolio diversification:

Last Friday in October

We invest in a range of sectors with a

Last Friday in January

focus on high growth areas

A Word Of Warning
•

Last Friday in April
Last Friday in July

Minimum Investment:
£30,000

Target Timeframe to Full
Investment:

Holding Period:

15–18 months from respective

Minimum 3 years for EIS Reliefs,

closing date

2 years for IHT Relief

Minimum companies in a portfolio:
5

EIS products place your capital at risk

The tax benefits available will depend

and you may not get back the full amount

upon your individual circumstances and

you invested. Any investment in EIS

these benefits may change dependent

funds should represent only a small part

upon future legislation.

of a portfolio.
•

•

•

The value of each investment made by a

An EIS fund is appropriate only for

fund may fall, and there is no guarantee

investors who are comfortable to invest

as to whether any one of the investments

with a medium to long-term time horizon.

may lose all of its value. You are urged to

Shares in unquoted companies are not

consult a financial adviser before making

easy to sell; you are dependent on exits,

any investment.

Target exit per company investment

which usually occur only after the three

3-5 years, but timings may vary

year qualifying period, and may extend
beyond 5 years.
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Contact Us
Madeleine Ingram
Director, Investor Relations
madeleine@calculuscapital.com
020 7518 8058

Francesca Rayneau
Assistant Director, Investor Relations
francesca@calculuscapital.com

Investment In The Fund

020 7518 1712

Fund closes will take place on the last Friday

A Contribution made after a particular

of October, January, April and July (subject to

Closing Date may not be invested in the

capacity).

same Investee Companies as a Contribution

Jessica Fox

made before that Closing Date, depending on

Associate, Investor Relations

the timing of investments.

jessica@calculuscapital.com
020 7518 1716

“As one of the longest standing EIS managers, Calculus Capital brings
extensive experience of investing in its target markets... it has displayed a
consistent ability to both raise and deploy capital. The investment process is

Oliver Warren

well articulated, although retaining the flexibility that this sector requires.”

Analyst, Investor Relations
oliver@calculuscapital.com

Hardman & Co - Calculus EIS Fund, December 2019

0203 9527 502
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Information as at 14 October 2020
Calculus Capital

